
Chicago, IL. June 10, 2019– Inscape has announced two significant upgrades to the popular 
RockItTM Bench to be showcased at NeoCon 2019. The enhancements include the addition of 90-
degree planning capability and SkyRockItTM electronic height adjustment technology that is 
seamlessly integrated into the sleek RockItTM design.  

RockItTM is a light scale bench design that supports personalization, adaptability on demand and 
wellbeing even in the most demanding environments. With clean visual lines, a compact spine and a 
canted universal leg, RockItTM Bench embodies simplicity that fits into virtually any work environment, 
but with the functional capabilities of high-powered benching platforms. Visually light with authentic 
wood details that elevate the modern design, RockItTM uses sophisticated materials to ground the 
space and evoke a sense of calmness with its users. 

Speaking about the upgrades, David Gerson, Chief Brand Officer at Inscape said: “We wanted RockIt
to feature the most innovative technology that enhances productivity and comfort without sacrificing 
the simple, compact design that our users love. Both the 90-degree planning and SkyRockIt features 
enable flexibility, practicality and wellbeing in any office environment.” 

The addition of 90-degree planning offers users complete customization abilities, from collaboration 
to concentration. New screens and modesty panels provide visual and acoustic privacy, power is 
easily accessible on the core or through a power module on the worksurface, and several 
personalization accessories like slide-in planters to brighten and oxygenate the space. This new 
feature will be available in Fall 2019. 

SkyRockItTM was innovatively integrated into the Bench frame to provide height flexibility for a sit-
stand workstation without compromising the sleek aesthetic. Activated with just a click of a button 
that is intelligently hidden from the eye and requires no additional legs or accessories, the 
cantilevered pneumatic lift is a revelation for those looking to add height adjustability to the signature 
RockItTM design. This new feature will also be available to retroactively add to fixed RockItTM bench 
installations with the existing frame. 

“Sit-stand workstations have become a staple for many office spaces due to the numerous healthy 
behaviours they promote, such as improved postures and increased physical activity. Incorporating 
this feature with the latest electronic technology and into RockIt’s clean architectural lines has allowed 
us to give our users the flexibility and performance they require without compromising design.”

RockItTM is BIFMA level® 3 and SCS Indoor Advantage Gold certified. 
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About Inscape

Since 1888, Inscape has been designing products and services that are focused on the future, 
so businesses can adapt and evolve without investing in their workspaces all over again. Our 
versatile portfolio includes systems furniture, storage, and walls – all of which are adaptable and 
built to last. Inscape’s wide dealer network, showrooms in the United States and Canada, along 
with full service and support for all of our clients, enables us to stand out from the crowd. We 
make it simple. We make it smart. We make our clients wonder why they didn’t choose us 
sooner.
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